ON LINEARIZATION OF LIE GROUP EXTENSIONS
G. HOCHSCHILD

1. Introduction.
If 5 and G are given connected Lie groups it is
natural to attempt the classification of the Lie group extensions of 5
by G (S being the kernel and G the image) by considering the associated Lie algebra extensions of the Lie algebra © of 5 by the Lie
algebra © of G. However, even in the case where S is a vector group,
it is well known that the natural map from the set of equivalence
classes of Lie group extensions of 5 by G to the set of equivalence
classes of Lie algebra extensions of © by ® is generally neither injective nor surjective. A remedy for this is found in the cohomology
theory of Lie groups.
Let P be a maximal compact subgroup of G, and let ^3 be its Lie
algebra. It was shown by van Est [5] that the cohomology of G in
the vector group S (based on differentiable
cochains) is isomorphic
with the relative cohomology for (©, *$) in ©. This result, for the 2dimensional cohomology groups, can be interpreted
to show that the
group of equivalence classes or extensions of S by G is isomorphic
with the group of equivalence classes of (relative) (®, ^-extensions

of ©, as defined below.
Actually, we shall not borrow any results from the cohomology
theory, but we shall proceed directly within the framework of extensions to establish the following more general result. Let G and S be
connected Lie groups, let P be a maximal compact subgroup of G,
and assume that 5 is solvable and simply connected. We shall show
that a Lie group extension of S by G determines in the natural fashion
not only a Lie algebra extension of © by @ but the more detailed
structure of an equivalence class of (@, 'iß)-extensions of ©, and that
this yields a one to one correspondence
between the equivalence
classes of extensions of 5 by G and the equivalence
classes of those
(®, ^-extensions
of © which are compatible with continuous representations of P by Lie algebra automorphisms
of ©.
As in the cohomology theory of Lie groups, the key to this result is
the theory of the maximal compact subgroups of Lie groups; in particular, the theorem that if G is a Lie group with only a finite number
of connected components
then G has a compact subgroup P and
closed 1-dimensional
vector subgroups 77i, • ■ ■ , Hk such that the
map (p, hi, ■ ■ ■ ,hk)—+phi ■ ■ ■hk is an analytic manifold isomorphism

of the Cartesian

product PXHiX

• • • XHk onto G (see [2; 3]).
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If 5 is a vector group, the main result can be extended to the case
where the assumption that G be connected is relaxed to the assumption that G have only a finite number of connected components;
one
must merely replace the set of equivalence classes of (®, ^-extensions of @ by the subset of those classes that are fixed under the
natural action of P/Pi, where Pi is the connected component of the
identity in P. In the case of a noncommutative
kernel S, this extension appears to lead to difficulties of formulation and proof. In any
case, it seems reasonable here, in the interest of simplicity, to confine
one's attention to the case of connected Lie groups.

2. Position of maximal compact subgroups.

Our first result may

be viewed as a refinement of the well-known fact that extensions of
simply connected solvable groups by compact groups are trivial (see
[l, Lemma 8.1]). It provides the additional structure needed for the
main result.

Theorem
1. Let S be a connected, simply connected and solvable Lie
group, and let G be a Lie group whose group of components G/Gi is
finite. Let P be a maximal compact subgroup of G. Let (E, <p) be a Lie
group extension of S by G, i.e., <bis a continuous, and hence analytic,
epimorphism of the Lie group E onto G, and the kernel of <j>coincides
with S. Then there is an analytic map p : G—+E such that 4>o p is the
identity map on G and, for every gEG and every pEP, p(gp) =p(i)p(p)
and p(pg) =p(p)p(g). Given any two continuous monomorphisms y and
y' of P into E such that q>o y and <j>o y' coincide with the identity map
on P, there is an element s in S such that y'(p) = sy(p)s~l,for every pEP.
Proof.

There

are closed

1-dimensional

vector

Hk of G such that the map (p, hi, • • • , h)-^phi

subgroups

Hi, ■ ■ ■ ,

■ • • hk is an analytic

manifold isomorphism of PXHiX
• • ■ XHk onto G. Using that every
extension of 5 by P or by an H¡ is trivial, we see that there is an
analytic map p0: G—>£ such that <j>o p0 is the identity map on G and
Po(pg) =Po(p)po(g), whenever pEPLet So = S and define Si, S2, ■ ■ ■ by making 5<+i the commutator
subgroup of Si, for each i. Suppose that we have already found an
analytic map p„: G—>£ such that <¡>o pn is the identity map on G, and
Pn(pg) =Pn(p)pn(g) and Pn(g)~1Pn(gp)Pn(p)~1ESn,
whenever pEP.
Let
<r(p)(è)

denote

the coset

mod.

Sn+i of pn(g)~1Pn(gp)pn(p)~1-

Then

the

map (p, g)—*ff(p)(g) is an analytic map of PXG into the vector group
Sn/Sn+i. Moreover, <r(p)(g) =v(p)(pig),
whenever piEP.
We regard
Sn/Sn+i as a representation
space for P such that, if pEP, the automorphism of S„/Sn+i corresponding
to p is induced by the automor-
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phism s—>pn(p)sp„(p)~l of 5. Writing

[December

this u—>p-u, we verify directly

that, for all pi and p2 in P and all g in G,
Pr[<r(pi)(gpi)]

- r(pip*)(g) + <r(pi)(g) = 0.

Let Ip denote the normalized
Haar integral for the continuous
maps of P into the vector space Sn/Sn+i, and define the map t: G
—tSn/Sn+i by T(g)=Ip(o-g),
where <rg(p)=<r(p)(g).
Then t is evidently
an analytic map, and r(pg)=r(g),
whenever pQP. Moreover, our
above identity for a gives
p-r(gp)

-

r(g) + o-(p)(g) = 0.

Since 5 is simply connected,
there
—>Sn such that \p(u)Sn+i = u, for every

is an analytic mapi/': Sn/Sn+i
uQSn/Sn+i,
and ^(0) = 1. Let

f = ypo rand define pn+i(g) =Pn(g)Ç(g). Note that(rp = 0 if pQP. Hence
t vanishes
ment

identically

of Sn. Thus

on P, so that f maps P onto the identity

pn+i coincides

ele-

with pn on P.

Now let pQP and gQG. Then we find that
Pn+l(Pg) = Pn(pg)Í(pg) = Pn(p)Pn(g)Ç(g) = Pn+1(p) Pn+1(g),

and
Pn+1(g)-1Pn+l(gp)Pn+l(p)~l

= Í (g)~l Pn(g)~l Pn(gp)S (gp) Pn(p)~l

= ttg)-1[pÁg)-1Pn(gP)Pn(P)-1]Pn(p)¡;(gp)Pn(p)-\
The coset mod 5n^i of the last expression
-r(g)
Thus

we have

is equal

+ cr(p)(g) + p-r(gp)

to

= 0.

pn+i(g)~ïpn+i(gp)pn+i(p)~1QSn+i.

Since

5 is solvable,

there is an index m such that Sm= (1), and then pm evidently satisfies
the requirements
of the first part of Theorem 1.
Now we prove the second part by a similar approximation
procedure. Suppose that we have already found an element snQS such
that y'(p) — 8„(p)sny(p)sñ1, with some 8n(p)QSn, for every pQP. For
w = 0, this is indeed the case, with s0=l. Let ß(p) denote the coset
mod Sn+i of 8n(p). Then ß is evidently a continuous
map of P into
the vector group Sn/Sn+i. We regard Sn/Sn+i as a representation
space for P such that, if pQP, the corresponding
automorphism
of
Sn/Sn+i is induced by the automorphism
s—^Y'(p)sy'(p)~1 of 5„. Now
one verifies directly that pi-ß(pi)—ß(pipi)-\-ß(pi):=0,
for all pi and
p2 in P. Hence we obtain p-u —u+ß(p) =0, for every pQP, where
u = Ip(ß). Let 5 be a representative
in Sn for u. Then, for every pQP,

we may write
8n(p) = 8n+i(p)ssny(p)

s^ls~1sny(p)~1s^-\

with
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Hence we have
y'(P)

= On+i(p)sn+iy(p)sn+i,

where

íb+i = ss„ E S.

This evidently suffices to establish the second part of Theorem 1.
In particular, it follows from Theorem 1 that a Lie group extension
of 5 by G determines a unique equivalence class of analytic representations of P by analytic automorphisms
of S, where we say that two
such representations
a and a' are equivalent if there is an inner automorphism Ç oí S such that a(p) = f o a'(p) o f""1, for every pEP. In
fact, these representations
a are obtained from the monomorphisms
y of the second part of Theorem 1; a(p)(s) =y(p)sy(p)~l,
for every
p in P and every 5 in S. We shall refer to this structure by saying that
5 is a representation group for P. Since 5 is simply connected, it is
equivalent to say that the Lie algebra © of 5 is a representation Lie
algebra for P. Evidently, these structures depend only on the equivalence class of the given Lie group extension of 5 by G.
For the later construction
of a Lie group extension from a given
Lie algebra extension, we shall require the following lemma.

Lemma. Let G be a connected Lie group, and let P be a maximal compact subgroup of G. Let 5: G*—>Gbe the universal covering epimorphism
for G. Then 5~l(P) is connected and simply connected.
Proof. Let t¡/: P*~+P be the universal covering epimorphism for P.
G contains a closed, connected and simply connected subspace U
such that the map (u, p)^up
of UXP into G is a homeomorphism
and Ucontains the identity element of G. Consider the maptp+: UXP*
—>G given by tj/+((u, x))=w}/(x),
for every uEU and every xEP*.
This is evidently a covering of G by the simply connected space
UXP*. Hence there exists a homeomorphism
h of UXP* onto G*

such that h((l, 1)) = 1 and ooh = t¡/+. Clearly, A(1XP*)C«-1(-P)Conversely,

yp+((u, x))EP,

suppose

that

uEU,

xEP*

and h(h((u,

i.e., ut¡/(x)EP, whence u=\.

This shows that S_1(P) is homeomorphic
connected and simply connected.

x)))EP.

Thus h(\XP*)

Then

= h~x(P).

with P* and thus that it is

3. Relative Lie algebra extensions. Let ©, ®, $ be real Lie algebras, with 'ißC®. A (©, ^-extension of © is a triple (@, a, t), where
S is a Lie algebra containing ©, <r is a Lie algebra epimorphism of (5
onto ® with kernel ©, and t is a Lie algebra monomorphism
of ^3 into
(§ that is extendible to a linear map p: ®—>(Ssuch that crop is the
identity map on ® and p([x, y]) = [p(x), p(y)] whenever xEty- Let
-i4((5) denote the group of all Lie algebra automorphisms
of ß, and
let /1©(S) denote the analytic subgroup of A(<§) whose Lie algebra
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consists of the derivations
Dx, with x£©,
where Dx(y)= [x, y], for
every y£@. We say that two (®, ^-extensions
(@, a, r) and (©', a', t')
of © are equivalent if there is a Lie algebra isomorphism a of © onto
(S' leaving the elements of © fixed and such that <r'oa = o" and

a o T = y o t', with some yQA®((&').
Now suppose that ©, ®, ^ are the Lie algebras of connected Lie
groups S, G, P, respectively, where 5 is simply connected and solvable and where P is a maximal compact subgroup of G. A (®, "^-extension (S, a, t) of © determines a Lie algebra homomorphism
of ^ß into
the derivation algebra £>(©) of © sending an element x of 'iß into the
derivation y—>[t(x), y] of ©. If 5 is equipped with the structure of a
representation
group for P then © inherits the structure
of a representation Lie algebra for P. We say that ((§, a, r) is compatible with
this structure
if the Lie algebra homomorphism
"iß—>7>(©)that is
determined by r is the differential of a homomorphism
P^>A (©) belonging to the given structure of © as a representation
Lie algebra
for P. Clearly, this compatibility
depends only on the equivalence
class of (@, o, t). If (E, <p) is a Lie group extension of Shy G, a is the
differential of <j>and r is the differential of a monomorphism P—>E
inverse to <p,then it follows immediately from Theorem 1 that (@, a, t)
is a (®, ^-extension
of ©and is compatible with the structure of ©
as a representation
Lie algebra for P that is determined
by (E, <p).
Moreover, the second part of Theorem 1 shows that the equivalence
class of (@, a, t) is determined
uniquely by (E, <j>)and depends only
on the equivalence class of (E, </>).
Thus we have a map, called the canonical map, from the set of
equivalence classes of Lie group extensions oî S by G to the set of
equivalence classes of (®, $)-extensions
of © compatible
with some
structure of © as a representation
Lie algebra for P.

4. The inverse

of the canonical

map.

Let (®, a, t) be a (®, *$)-

extension of © that is compatible
with some structure
of © as a
representation
Lie algebra for P. Let E* be the simply connected
Lie group with Lie algebra @, and let 8: G*-^>G be the universal covering epimorphism for G. Let a*: E*—>G* be the analytic epimorphism
whose differential
is the given Lie algebra epimorphism
a: @—>@.
Since G* is simply connected, the kernel of a* is connected and thus
coincides with the analytic subgroup S of E* whose Lie algebra is ©.
By the lemma of §1, the universal covering group P* of P may be
identified with the closed analytic subgroup ô_1(P) of G* whose Lie
algebra is 'iß. Let r*: P*-^E* be the analytic monomorphism
whose
differential is the Lie algebra monomorphism t: ^ß—>(5.Since a o t is
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the identity map on ty, a* o t* is the identity map on P*. Since 5 is
homeomorphic
with Euclidean space, it follows from a standard result on cross-sections
of fibre bundles ([4, Theorem
12.2]) that t*
can be extended to a continuous map p*: G*—>E* such that a* o p*
is the identity map on G*. Hence E*, as a topological space, is a
Cartesian product SX U, where 1X U contains t*(P*) and is mapped
homeomorphically
onto G* by a*. It follows that t* maps P* homeomorphically onto the subspace t*(P*) of E*.
Let F denote the kernel of the covering epimorphism 5: G*-^G. We
know from the lemma of §1 that FCP* and is the fundamental
group
of P (as well as that of G). In particular, F is a discrete subgroup of
P*. Hence t*(F) is a discrete subgroup of E*.
By assumption,
r has an extension p: ®—>(§ such that er o p is the
identity map on ® and p([x, y])= [t(x), p(y)], whenever xEty- Let
u-*u* denote the adjoint representation
of a Lie group on its Lie
algebra. Let x£^ß, y£®. Then we have, if Dv denotes the derivation

effected by v,
r*(expp.(*))*(0(y))

= expfi.(r(x))*(p(y))

= P(Exp(Dx)(y))

= Exç(Dr(x))(P(y))

= p(expG.(x)*(y)).

Hence, for every uEP*, T*(u)*(p(y)) =p(5(u)*(y)).
If uEF this gives
r*(u)*(p(y)) =p(y), for every y£®.
On the other hand, since the homomorphism
of ty into £>(©) obtained from t is the differential of a homomorphism
of P into ^4(©),
the restriction
of t*(u)* to © is the identity automorphism
of ©,
whenever uEF. Hence we conclude, since @=©+p(®),
that r*(u)*
is the identity automorphism
of S, whenever uEF. This means that

t*(F) lies in the center of E*.
Now let E = E*/t*(F).
The epimorphism a*: E*—*G* induces an
epimorphism
<b:E-^G*/F=G,
and the kernel of c/>is the canonical
image of 5 in E, which may still be identified with S, because
SC\t*(P*) = (1). Thus we have a Lie group extension (E, <p) of 5 by
G, and it is clear from its construction
that (@, a, t) belongs to the
equivalence
class of (®, ^-extensions
of © determined
by (E, </>).
We have shown, therefore, that the canonical map from Lie group
extensions to relative Lie algebra extensions is subjective.
Now let (E, <p) and (£', <b') be two Lie group extensions of 5 by G.
Let (<5, a, t) and ((£', a', r') be (®, ^-extensions
of © belonging to
the equivalence classes determined by (E, <p) and (£', (/>'). respectively. Suppose that these are equivalent, say by an isomorphism
a: (§—>(£'.Let E* and E'* be the universal covering groups of E and
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E', respectively, and let a* be the analytic isomorphism of E* onto
E'* whose differential is a. If we identify 5 with the analytic subgroups of E* and E'* whose Lie algebras are @, it is clear that a*
leaves the elements of 5 fixed.
We have a o r = y o t', where yQA®(Qi'). Hence a* o r*=y* o t'*,
where y* is the inner automorphism
of E'* effected by an element of
S. We have seen that, if F is the fundamental
group of P, then t'*(F)
is the fundamental
group of E' and, in particular,
lies in the center
of E'*. Hence we see that a* sends the fundamental
group r*(F) of
E onto the fundamental
group t'*(F) of E'. It follows that a* induces
an isomorphism of E onto E', which is evidently an equivalence isomorphism of the extension (E, <p) onto the extension (£', <p'). Thus
we have proved the following result.
Theorem 2. Let G, S and P be connected Lie groups, with P a maximal compact subgroup of G, and S simply connected and solvable. Then
the canonical map sends the set of equivalence classes of Lie group extensions of S by G in a one to one fashion onto the set of equivalence
classes of those (&, ty)-extensions of © which are compatible with some
structure of © as a representation Lie algebra for P.
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